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WonderWall Barrier


 1140mm x 500mm x 1000mm - 21.3kg













0 reviews



Our WonderWall Barriers are an ever-reliable option for extra endurance and strength at street works, evacuations, and more. These chapter 8 barriers have a weight of 21.3kg and feature built-in ballast for protection against high winds.

KEY FEATURES

	Pedestrian & Plant WonderDoor can be used
	Embossing with corporate branding available
	Compatible with other barrier systems
	Holes in base for Fork lift entry
	Bases can stack with one another
	Reflective area for high visibility
	21 pieces each to a pallet
	Extremely tough & durable for life longevity
	Base manufactured from 100% recycled material
	Can be coloured coded for corporate identity





View full product details...



















£39.50 inc VAT

Found a better price?







Bulk discounts available:



	Quantity	21+	43+	64+
	Price per item	£40.80	£39.00	£37.80
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Minimum quantity for "WonderWall Barrier" is 3.
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Double Topper



CODE:











£28.44 inc VAT
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Mini Double Top
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£21.54 inc VAT
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Our WonderWall Barriers are an ever-reliable option for extra endurance and strength at street works, evacuations, and more.

These chapter 8 barriers have a weight of 21.3kg and feature built-in ballast for protection against high winds. They make up a system that includes a range of useful features for further evacuation site and roadwork safety, such as a reflective area for enhanced visibility.

Each safety barrier comprises a total proportion of 1m (height) x 1.14m (width). Manoeuvrability is improved by holes for forklift entry, ideal for transporting and stacking.






Title Dimensions:
1140mm x 500mm x 1000mm - 21.3kg
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Write a review







WonderWall Specification Sheet (Ibex_Wonderwall_Barrier_Spec_Sheet_lr.pdf, 1,177 Kb) [Download]
















 
 
 









 
 


Company Information




Ibex Supplies Ltd

Unit 1, Martello Enterprise Centre,

Courtwick Lane,

Littlehampton,

West Sussex, BN17 7PA

United Kingdom

Company Reg No: 10981137

VAT No: 299864811










Contact Information




Enquiries:

[email protected]

tel: 01903 959611

Customer service:

[email protected]
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